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Earth Scientists believe Deep Time is the Great Eroder.

The "Remarkable Rocks," as they are called, are a collection of enormous eroded granite 
boulders sitting atop a giant dome of lava coughed up about 200 million years ago.

Wind and sea spray have since carved the chunks into what look like monumental Henry 
Moore sculptures perched 200 feet above a crashing sea.

Australia's Kangaroo Island Offers Wildlife and Geological Drama
The Washington Post - Alice Reid - 12 July 2009 
https://web.archive.org/web/20121110121534/https://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/07/10/AR2009071001673.html

Flinders Chase National Park is a protected area in the Australian state of South Australia 
located at the west end of Kangaroo Island about 177 kilometres west-south west of the state
capital of Adelaide and 110 kilometres west of the municipal seat of Kingscote.
It is a sanctuary for endangered species and home to a few geological phenomena.

Wikipedia - Flinders Chase National Park
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remarkable_Rocks

For example:

Earth Scientists say Ayers Rock has been eroding for 600 million years.

Kata Tju a, also known as ṯ the Olgas, is a group of large, domed rock formations or 
bornhardts located about 360 km (220 mi) southwest of Alice Springs, in the southern part of
the Northern Territory, central Australia. Ulu u, also known as ṟ Ayers Rock, located 25 km 
(16 mi) to the east, and Kata Tju a form the two major landmarks within the Ulu u-Kata ṯ ṟ
Tju a National Park.ṯ

Both Ulu u and the Kata Tju aṟ ṯ  are made of sediment originating in this Mount Currie 
Conglomerate and both have a chemical composition similar to granite. Scientists using 
Rb/Sr dating techniques to accurately date the rock have given it an age of 600 million 
years, matching the date of the Woodroffe Thrust event.

The actual fresh rock that makes up the Kata Tju a and Ulu u is medium to dark grey with ṯ ṟ
green or pink hues in some laminae. The bright orange-red hue, for which the structures 
are noted, is due to a patina over finely divided feldspar coated in iron oxide.

Wikipedia - Kata Tjuta
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kata_Tjuta

But casual observations suggest the Earth Scientists need some help calibrating their clocks.

Maria Island is a mountainous island located in the Tasman Sea, off the east coast of 
Tasmania, Australia. …  At its closest point, Point Lesueur, the island lies approximately 4 
kilometres (2.5 mi) off the east coast of Tasmania. … The Painted Cliffs are sandstone 
with beautiful patterns formed through staining by iron oxide.

Wikipedia - Maria Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maria_Island

The Triassic is a geologic period … from the end of the Permian Period 251.902 million 
years ago (Mya), to the beginning of the Jurassic Period 201.36 Mya.

Wikipedia - Triassic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triassic

And detailed observations show the Earth Scientists need some serious help calibrating their clocks.

On geologic time-scales, tafoni cause rapid coastal landscape retreat, while desert 
landscapes retreat more slowly. Gill, Segnit, and McNeil (1981) estimate that tafoni 
weathering processes cause 10 percent of all coastal retreat. On human time-scales, tafoni 
destroys important stone monuments and sea walls.

Tafoni - Definition
http://www.tafoni.com/Definition.html

Tafoni - How Fast Do Tafoni Change over Time?
http://www.tafoni.com/Rates-of-Change.html

Pebble Beach is an unincorporated community on the Monterey Peninsula in Monterey 
County, California.

Wikimedia - Pebble Beach, California
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pebble_beach

Although various definitions can be found in the scientific literature, tafoni (singular: 
tafone) are commonly defined as small (less than 1 cm (0.39 in)) to large (greater than 1 
meter (3.3 ft)) cavity features that develop in either natural or manmade, vertical to steeply 
sloping, exposures of granular rock (i.e., granite, sandstone) with smooth concave walls, and
often round rims and openings.

Recognized subcategories of tafoni include honeycomb, stonelace, alveolar (less than 2 cm 
(0.79 in)), sidewall, basal, nested, and relic tafoni.
…
Tafoni often occur in groups that can riddle a hillside, cliff, or other rock formation.

They typically develop in siliceous, either coarse-grained (sandstone) or coarsely crystalline 
(granite) rock types. They also have been observed in lacustrine silts, tuffs, and 
conglomerates.

They can be found in all climate types, but are most prolific in salt-rich environments, 
such as deserts and coastal zones.

Wikipedia - Tafoni
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tafoni

Charles Darwin was intrigued by the honeycomb weathering in Southern Australia.

Swim Sally Swim - Whale Beach Ocean Pool - 7 Jan 2013
http://swimsallyswim.blogspot.com/2013/01/whale-beach-ocean-pool.html

The Beagle, in her homeward voyage, touched at New Zealand, Australia, Van Diemen’s 
Land, and the Cape of Good Hope.
...
The lower parts of the country are everywhere covered by a bed, following the inequalities
of the surface, of a honeycombed sandstone, abounding with oxides of iron.

Beds of nearly similar composition are common, I believe, along the whole western coast 
of Australia, and on many of the East Indian islands.

At the Cape of Good Hope, at the base of the mountains formed of granite and capped with 
sandstone, the ground is everywhere coated either by a fine-grained, rubbly, ochraceous 
mass, like that at King George’s Sound, or by a coarser sandstone with fragments of quartz,
and rendered hard and heavy by an abundance of the hydrate of iron, which presents, when 
freshly broken, a metallic lustre.

Both these varieties have a very irregular texture, including spaces either rounded or 
angular, full of loose sand ; from this cause the surface is always honey-combed.

The oxide of iron is most abundant on the edges of the cavities, where alone it affords a 
metallic fracture.

In these formations, as well as in many true sedimentary deposits, it is evident that iron tends
to become aggregated, either in the form of a shell, or of a network.

The origin of these superficial beds, though sufficiently obscure, seems to be due to alluvial 
action on detritus abounding with iron.

Geological observations on the volcanic islands visited during the voyage of HMS 
Beagle - Charles Darwin -  1844
https://archive.org/details/b29312206/page/143/mode/1up

Honeycomb weathering, also known as honeycombs, honeycombed sandstone, is a form 
of cavernous weathering and subcategory of tafoni that consists of regular, tightly 
adjoining, and commonly patterned cavities that are developed in weathered bedrock; are 
less than 2 cm (0.79 in) in size; and resemble a honeycombed structure.

Honeycomb weathering typically develops in siliceous, either coarse-grained sedimentary 
(sandstone) or coarsely crystalline plutonic (granite) rocks. It can be found in all climate 
types, but is most prolific in salt-rich environments, such as deserts and coastal zones.

Wikipedia - Honeycomb Weathering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honeycomb_weathering

The second voyage of HMS Beagle, from 27 December 1831 to 2 October 1836 …
...
At the age of 22, the graduate Charles Darwin hoped to see the tropics before becoming a 
parson and accepted the opportunity. He was greatly influenced by reading Charles Lyell's 
Principles of Geology during the voyage. By the end of the expedition, Darwin had made 
his name as a geologist and fossil collector and the publication of his journal (later known 
as The Voyage of the Beagle) gave him wide renown as a writer. 

Wikipedia - Second Voyage of HMS Beagle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_voyage_of_HMS_Beagle

The intrigue continues because the Earth Scientists have difficulties defining the “complex 
interaction of physical and chemical weathering processes” that create honeycomb weathering.

Many explanations have been proposed for honeycomb and other cavernous weathering.

These explanations include marine abrasion; wind corrosion; mechanical weathering 
resulting from short-term temperature variations; chemical weathering of the interior of the 
rock (core-softening) under a protective crust (case-hardening) followed by mechanical 
removal of the softened material; biogeochemical weathering by lichens; temperature 
variations acting on salt efflorescence in coastal regions; and salt weathering.

Most commonly, researchers have advocated salt weathering as the primary explanation 
for the formation of honeycomb weathering.

Currently, it is considered to be polygenetic in origin; being the result of complex 
interaction of physical and chemical weathering processes, which include salt weathering 
and cyclic wetting and drying.

There are instances where honeycombing or pitting of sandstone is due simply to removal of
easily soluble cements such as calcite or dolomite, e.g. Cretaceous sandstones in central 
Kansas.

Wikipedia - Honeycomb Weathering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honeycomb_weathering

Starting in the 1970s, most workers have advocated salt weathering as the primary 
explanation for the formation of tafoni.

Currently, tafoni are considered to be polygenetic in origin being the result of complex 
interaction of physical and chemical weathering processes, which include salt weathering 
and cyclic wetting and drying.

Wikipedia - Tafoni
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tafoni

Tafoni and Rock Basins - 2013
Thomas R Paradise - University of Arkansas
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/269102259

It's also intriguing that insolation and low energy Gamma Rays [aka Solar Cosmic Rays] are 
excluded from the Wikipedia list of causes associated with honeycomb weathering.

Many explanations have been proposed for the origin of tafoni.

They include

marine abrasion;

wind corrosion;

mechanical weathering resulting from short-term temperature variations;

chemical weathering of the interior of the rock (core-softening) under a protective crust 
(case-hardening) followed by mechanical removal of the softened material;

biogeochemical weathering by lichens;

temperature variations acting on salt efflorescence in coastal regions; and

salt weathering.

Wikipedia - Tafoni
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tafoni

Overall, the mainstream have been very efficient when it comes to losing low energy 
Gamma Rays [aka Solar Cosmic Rays] down the back of the sofa.

Malaga Bay - Cosmic Ray Blues – Lunar Luminosity
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2013/12/05/cosmic-ray-blues-lunar-luminosity/
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In more enlightened times insolation was associated with the “flaking off” of “small fragments”.

Gnamma holes are most common in granite areas, but are occasionally to be found in the 
quartz-porphyry and soda-porphyry dykes that seam the greenstone-schists.

Somewhat similar rock-holes may occur in the lateritic deposits that mask the greenstone-
schists, but they are there very rare.

The normal shape is usually that of an ordinary water carafe, having a comparatively 
narrow cylindrical orifice and widening out greatly below.

Their capacity varies from a few gallons to several hundreds and even thousands of gallons, 
and several may be found on the one rock slope.

Like the soaks they are dependent on the rainfall of the previous winter.

Under favourable circumstances they may obtain sufficient water to last throughout the 
summer, but they cannot, in individual cases, always be relied upon. The scanty rains of the 
eastern desert are erratic in distribution, falling always as a few heavy local showers, so that 
a given rock slope may escape the rains of a whole winter.

The water of these gnamma holes, forming as it does the principal summer supply of the 
wandering aboriginals, is carefully preserved by them both from evaporation and from 
marsupials, reptiles, and birds, by covering the water with eucalypt foliage, and the orifice 
with flat stones. 

The occasional occurrence of these peculiar rock-holes at the intersection of or along joints 
in massive granite gives some clue to their origin.

They apparently arise in the first place from the flaking off by insolation of small 
fragments along the walls of the joint.

Notes on Desert-Water in Western Australia: Gnamma Holes and Night Wells
Malcolm Maclaren DSc, FGS 
The Geological Magazine - Decade V - Vol IX - No VII - No 577 - July 1912
https://archive.org/details/geologicalmagazi591912wood/page/n374/mode/1up

27º 20' 21.12" S 122º 03' 18" E

Exploroz - Gnamma - WA
https://www.exploroz.com/places/107651/wa+gnamma

Nowadays “carafe” shaped Gnamma Holes appear to have slipped down the memory hole.

Landforms of the Earth - Francisco Gutiérrez and Mateo Gutiérrez - 2016
Amazon US: https://www.amazon.com/dp/3319269453
Amazon UK: https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/3319269453
Springer: https://www.springer.com/gp/book/9783319269450

A panhole is a shallow depression or basin eroded into flat or gently sloping cohesive rock.
...
Similar terms for this feature are gnamma (Australia), armchair hollows, weathering pans 
(or pits) and solution pans (or pits). In fluvial geomorphology, the term pothole is typically 
used for a smooth, bowl-shaped or cylindrical hollow, generally deeper than wide, found 
developed in the rocky bed of a stream. 

This type of feature is created by the grinding action either of a stone or stones or of 
coarse sediment whirled around and kept in motion by eddies or the force of the 
stream current in a given spot.

Wikipedia - Panhole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gnamma

Perhaps that's to discourage people wondering whether insolation [and high energy particles] 
created the Willamette Meteorite Honeycomb Weathering when it was in Space.

Malaga Bay - Main Sequence – The Outer Iron Core
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2013/12/19/main-sequence-the-outer-iron-core/

The Willamette Meteorite … is the largest meteorite found in North America. … 
There was no impact crater at the discovery site …
…
The deep crevasses of the meteorite resulted from both its high-speed atmospheric entry 
and its subsequent weathering.

Exposed to the elements for thousands of years, rainwater interacted with the mineral 
troilite, resulting in a form of sulfuric acid which slowly dissolved portions of the 
meteorite. This resulted in the gradual development of the hollows that are visible today. 

Wikipedia - Willamette Meteorite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willamette_Meteorite

The American Museum Journal - 1900
https://archive.org/stream/americanmuseumjo17amer/#page/n48/mode/1up

Insolation was especially strong in Australia during Earth's Sol Invictus Orbit.

Archaeoastronomers try to avoid addressing Ptolemy’s Solar Parallax that placed the 
Earth 1,210 Earth-radii from the Sun instead of the “modern” 23,491 Earth radii.

Malaga Bay - Ptolemy’s Paradigm: Sol Invictus Orbit
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/14/ptolemys-paradigm-sol-invictus-orbit/

Malaga Bay - Ptolemy’s Paradigm: An Uplifting Story
https://malagabay.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/an-uplifting-story.pdf

Malaga Bay - Groundhog Day Geologists
https://malagabay.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/groundhog-day-geologists.pdf

During the Sol Invictus Orbit Australia experienced a 450 year long Summer Solstice.

Malaga Bay - Ptolemy’s Paradigm: Sol Invictus Orbit
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/14/ptolemys-paradigm-sol-invictus-orbit/

The Tropic of Capricorn is one of the five major circles of latitude marked on maps of 
Earth. Its latitude is currently 23°26′11.4″ south of the Equator … It is thus the 
southernmost latitude where the Sun can be seen directly overhead. 

Wikipedia - Tropic of Capricorn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tropic_of_Capricorn

At or around the summer solstice (about 3 days before Midsummer Day), the earliest 
sunrise and latest sunset occurs, the days are longest and the nights are shortest … 

Wikipedia - Summer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Summer

Overall, this suggests insolation [with the assistance of the Solar Wind and high energy particles] 
created copious quantities of colourfully coated sand during the Sol Invictus Orbit.

Virtually all sand grains are coated with a thin glaze (varnish) of iron-rich clay 
minerals; it is this that gives the sand its colour.

Malaga Bay – Fifty Shades of Sand – Gary Gilligan
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2016/04/26/guest-post-by-gary-gilligan/

A study based on 18 years of data from ESA’s Cluster spacecraft … 
found iron ions … in the near-Earth solar wind.

Malaga Bay - Ptolemy’s Paradigm: Sol Invictus Orbit
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/14/ptolemys-paradigm-sol-invictus-orbit/

This also implies the daylight hours in Australia were very dangerous during the Sol Invictus Orbit.

While it's very likely the Sol Invictus Orbit night skies were [literally] legendary.

Human traditions of mighty celestial snakes or serpents in the sky wreaking havoc and 
destruction on the Earth’s surface remain inexplicable, principally because any geological
features that could be associated with these heavenly prodigies are believed to be absent.

Malaga Bay - Louis Hissink: Medusa and Venus
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/05/19/louis-hissink-medusa-and-venus/

The Rainbow Serpent or Rainbow Snake is a common deity often seen as a creator god, 
known by numerous names in different Australian Aboriginal languages, and a common 
motif in the art and religion of Aboriginal Australia.

Wikipedia - Rainbow Serpent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainbow_Serpent

Wikipedia - List of Australian Aboriginal Mythological Figures
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Australian_Aboriginal_mythological_figures

Malaga Bay - Hecker Horizon: Enter The Dragon
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2019/02/04/hecker-horizon-enter-the-dragon/

Malaga Bay - Hecker Horizon: Chasing The Dragon
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2019/02/08/hecker-horizon-chasing-the-dragon/

Malaga Bay - Ptolemy’s Paradigm: Antarctic Alignment
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/21/ptolemys-paradigm-antarctic-alignment/

As always:

Review the evidence and draw your own conclusions.
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